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PANT-TYPE ABSORBENT ARTICLE AND A 
METHOD FOR PRODUCING PANT-TYPE 

ABSORBENT ARTICLES 

PRIORITY 

[0001] This application is a continuation of Us. applica 
tion Ser. No. 12/300,357, ?led on Nov. 11, 2008, Which is a 
national stage application of PCT/SE2007/000458, ?led 11 
May 2007, Which claims priority to PCT/SE2006/00563, 
?led 12 May 2006. The entire contents of each of Us. appli 
cation Ser. No. 12/300,357, PCT/SE2007/000458, PCT/ 
SE2006/00563 are hereby incorporated by reference in the 
entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The invention pertains to a method for producing 
pant-type absorbent articles, each article including a chassis 
structure having at least one elastic panel and an integrated 
absorbent core component, the method including a continu 
ous pant-forming process comprising forming the chassis 
structure and incorporating the absorbent core component 
into the chassis structure. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0003] Pant-type absorbent articles include a pant-shaped 
chassis structure and an absorbent core component integrated 
With the chassis. A major objective When designing pant 
articles is to make them resemble ordinary underwear as 
closely as possible. Hence, absorbent articles such as pant 
diapers, sanitary pants and incontinence pants are designed to 
?t comfortably and snugly about the Wearer. It is desirable 
that the articles are capable of being pulled up and doWn over 
the hips of the Wearer in the manner of a pair of underpants to 
alloW the Wearer or caregiver to easily remove a soiled article 
and to replace it With a neW clean article. For these reasons, 
the article chassis is usually made of a material that is elasti 
cally stretchable, at least in the areas intended to be applied 
over the Wearer’s hips. Furthermore, it is desirable that the 
chassis surrounding the absorbent parts of the pant article is 
permeable to air and vapour, i.e. that it is breathable. A breath 
able article prevents moisture from remaining on the skin of 
the Wearer and is more comfortable and less Warm to Wear 
than a non-breathable article. It is also bene?cial if the article 
is soft, smooth and textile-like, so that it does not chafe the 
skin of the Wearer and so that it resembles ordinary underWear 
as closely as possible. 
[0004] Moreover, it is desirable that the absorbent pant 
article can be pulled up over the hips of a Wearer Without 
rupturing. A common problem is that the Wearer or the car 
egiver tears the pant by running the ?ngers through the mate 
rial When trying to get a good grip for pulling up or removing 
the pant. 
[0005] A previously used elastic material for pant articles is 
a laminate comprising an elastic ?lm sandWiched betWeen 
tWo layers of non-elastic nonWoven. In order to render the 
laminate elastically stretchable, it is subjected to an activation 
treatment. A three-layer, activated laminate is disclosed in 
International Patent Application No. WO 03/047488. The 
activated laminate is produced by incrementally stretching an 
elastic ?lm layer betWeen tWo non-elastic cloth-like layers. 
Incremental stretching is carried out by passing the laminate 
betWeen inter'meshing gear rollers. Activation of elastic lami 
nates by incremental stretching is also disclosed in Us. Pat. 
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Nos. 5,143,679, 5,156,793 5,167,897, 5,422,172, 5,592,690, 
5,634,216 and 5,861,074. The non-elastic cloth-like layers 
are fully or partially broken or torn during the activation 
process so that the elasticity of the laminate after activation is 
governed mainly by the elasticity of the elastic ?lm layer. In 
the three-layer laminate in WO 03/047488, the non-elastic 
layers are completely broken so that the elasticity of the 
activated laminate is substantially the same as the elasticity of 
the elastic ?lm layer. 
[0006] The disclosed laminates have excellent comfort 
properties and are soft, breathable and elastic. HoWever, a 
major disadvantage With the knoWn laminates is that the 
activation process at least partially breaks and destroys the 
cloth-like layers resulting in a material having decreased ten 
sile strength and puncture resistance in a direction perpen 
dicular to the direction of elasticity of the material. When 
used as a chassis component in a disposable pant article, the 
material is easily torn When exposed to the forces arising 
When putting on or pulling off the pant article. This tearing 
problem is particularly pronounced for female Wearers or 
caregivers Who often have long ?ngernails that may penetrate 
and tear the pant material. 
[0007] Another problem With the previously knoWn three 
layer laminates is that they have a pre-determined extensibil 
ity and elasticity. HoWever, it is often desirable to have dif 
ferent elasticity in different parts of a pant-type article. In 
order to accomplish this, it is necessary to supplement the 
elastic panels created from the three-layer laminate With addi 
tional elastic elements or to make different parts of the diaper 
chassis from different laminates. HoWever, all such extra 
components are costly and complicate the manufacturing 
process since they require additional process steps, thus 
incurring additional processing costs. Moreover, the resulting 
absorbent articles have a great number of seams and joins, 
making them appear less like ordinary underwear. It is also 
desirable to keep the number of seams and joins to a minimum 
for manufacturing reasons and because all irregularities in the 
surface of an absorbent article may cause discomfort to a 
Wearer such as cha?ng of the Wearer’s skin. 
[0008] Hence, there exists a need for an improved pant-type 
absorbent article having a chassis including one or more 
elastically stretchable textile-like components. Moreover, 
there exists a need for a simple and ef?cient process for 
producing such an absorbent article. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY 

[0009] Accordingly, an object of the disclosure is to pro 
vide an elastically stretchable pant-type absorbent article 
having improved tensile strength in the elastic parts of the 
pant chassis. A further object of the disclosure is to provide a 
simple and economic method for producing an elastically 
stretchable pant-type article having improved tensile strength 
and puncture resistance. It is also an object of the disclosure 
to provide a method having high processing ?exibility and 
variability to alloW simple adaptation of the method to differ 
ent product designs. 
[0010] There is provided a method for producing pant-type 
absorbent articles having improved tensile strength and punc 
ture resistance. The articles include a chassis structure having 
at least one elastic panel and an integrated absorbent core 
component. The method comprises tWo part processes and 
includes a continuous pant-forming process comprising 
forming the chassis structure and incorporating the absorbent 
core component into the chassis structure. 
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[0011] 
[0012] a) separately producing a tWo-layer laminate 

comprising a ?rst non-elastic ?brous nonWoven Web and 
an elastic ?lm, 

[0013] b) activating the tWo-layer laminate by incremen 
tal stretching in at least one direction to render the tWo 
layer laminate elastically stretchable, 

[0014] c) stretching the activated tWo-layer laminate by 
35-200% in at least one direction, 

[0015] d) introducing the tWo-layer laminate in the pant 
forming process, and 

[0016] e) laminating the elastic ?lm of the stretched tWo 
layer laminate to an elastic or non-elastic nonWoven 
chassis component Web. 

[0017] Accordingly, the method involves forming a tWo 
layer laminate and introducing the laminate in a pant-forming 
process so as to create a ?nal three-layer panel-forming lami 
nate at the same time as producing the pant-type article. In this 
manner, the resulting three-layer laminate Will have much 
higher resistance to rupturing or breaking than the previously 
used three-layer laminates that have been completely formed 
prior to activation. The method is also advantageous in that it 
offers high process ?exibility since the tWo-layer laminate 
may be laminated only to those portions of the nonWoven 
chassis component Web Where elasticity is desired. Moreover, 
it is possible to use different tWo-layer laminates in different 
portions of the chassis Web and to laminate the tWo-layer 
laminate to a nonWoven chassis component under different 
degrees of stretch in different portions of the chassis Web. 

[0018] The tWo-layer elastic laminate is preferably in the 
form of one or more running Webs that are continuously 
introduced in the pant-forming process. 

[0019] Alternatively, the laminate can be cut and shaped 
into separate elements that are used to produce elastic por 
tions in the disposable pant article. 
[0020] The tWo-layer laminate can be attached to the elastic 
or non-elastic nonWoven chassis component Web to produce 
the elastic three-layer laminate before joining the three-layer 
laminate to other components in the pant-forming process or 
can be laminated With the nonWoven chassis component Web 
at a later stage in the pant-forming process. If tWo or more 
tWo-layer laminate Webs are used in the pant-forming pro 
cess, the Webs canbe formed by dividing a single original Web 
into the desired number of Webs. The Web may be divided 
before or after lamination to a nonWoven chassis component 
Web. Alternatively, the individual Webs can be separately 
produced and introduced into the process. 

[0021] It is further possible to: 
[0022] a) produce ?rst and second three-layer elastic 

laminate Webs by laminating an activated, stretched 
tWo-layer laminate to a nonWoven Web, 

[0023] b) joining a ?rst Web of the three-layer elastic 
laminate to a ?rst edge of a continuous central nonWoven 
chassis Web, and 

[0024] c) joining a second Web of the three-layer elastic 
laminate to a second edge of the continuous central 
nonWoven chassis Web to form a compound chassis Web. 

[0025] The ?rst and second three-layer elastic laminate 
Webs may be produced as a single three-layer laminate that is 
subsequently split to produce ?rst and second three-layer 
laminate Webs. 

The at least one elastic panel is formed by 
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[0026] In another embodiment of the method, the pant 
forming process comprises: 

[0027] a) laminating a ?rst Web of the activated stretched 
tWo-layer elastic laminate to a portion of a ?rst continu 
ous nonWoven chassis Web at a distance from a ?rst edge 
on the ?rst continuous nonWoven chassis Web, 

[0028] b) laminating a second Web of the activated, 
stretched tWo-layer laminate to a portion of a second 
continuous nonWoven chassis Web at a distance from a 
?rst edge on the second continuous nonWoven chassis 

Web, 
[0029] c) joining the ?rst edge on the ?rst continuous 
nonWoven chassis Web to the ?rst edge on the second 
continuous nonWoven chassis Web to form a compound 
chassis Web. 

[0030] The process further offers the advantage of making 
it possible to use the same pre-fabricated tWo-layer laminate 
to create panels having different extensibility, ?exibility and 
elasticity. This is achieved by selecting the degree of stretch 
ing of the tWo-layer laminate in the laminating step in the 
pant-forming process and by selecting the material used for 
the nonWoven chassis component. Hence, different tWo -layer 
laminates and different degrees of stretching can be used in 
the process to form a diaper chassis having different elasticity 
in different portions. 
[0031] In this context, an elastic material is de?ned as a 
material having a permanent elongation after relaxation of 
less than 10% after the material has been subjected to an 
elongation of 30% in the elasticity test speci?ed in the 
description. 
[0032] A non-elastic material is a material that does not fall 
Within the de?nition of an elastic material. Accordingly, a 
non-elastic material as used herein is a material that may be 
stretchable or non-stretchable. In the case of a stretchable 

material, the material has a permanent elongation after 
stretching and relaxation of more than 10% after having been 
subjected to an elongation of 30% as determined according to 
the elasticity test. 
[0033] The degree of stretching of the tWo-layer laminate 
When attaching it to the nonWoven chassis component is a 
major factor in determining the elasticity of the ?nal three 
layer laminate produced in the pant-forming process. Other 
factors that in?uence the elasticity of the ?nal three-layer 
laminate are the ?exibility and extensibility of the nonWoven 
chassis component. The amount of bonding betWeen the tWo 
layer laminate and the second nonWoven Web does also affect 
the ?exibility and elasticity of the ?nal three-layer laminate. 
Accordingly, a large bonded area Will decrease the elasticity 
in the ?nal laminate While sparsely distributed bonding points 
Will have a very small or negligible in?uence on the elasticity. 
[0034] The elastic ?lm in the tWo-layer laminate is prefer 
ably perforated in order to provide breathability in the lami 
nate. This can be achieved directly in conjunction With the 
lamination process if, for instance, the ?rst nonWoven Web is 
bonded to the elastic ?lm by means of extrusion coating. The 
perforating step can be carried out by passing the combined 
elastic layer and nonWoven Web over a vacuum lamination 
drum While the elastic layer is in a molten or semi-molten 
state. Such a process is disclosed in Us. Pat. No. 5,733,628 
and results in the elastic ?lm being formed into a three 
dimensional apertured laminate layer. 
[0035] Alternatively, the elastic ?lm can be a prefabricated 
perforated ?lm that is bonded to the ?rst nonWoven Web by 
any suitable means such as adhesively, thermally or With 
ultrasonic Welding. 
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[0036] The activation step involves incremental stretching 
of the tWo-layer laminate so that the non-elastic material is 
broken or torn, at least partially. Activation can be carried out 
by means of heated or non-heated intermeshing gear rollers 
having circumferentially arranged teeth that intermesh and 
thereby stretch the laminate. The activation step alloWs the 
laminate to be subsequently stretched Without being appre 
ciably restrained by the nonWoven Web. The degree of break 
ing of the nonWoven material determines the maximum pos 
sible elongation for the resulting laminate. If the nonWoven 
material is completely broken in the activation process, the 
laminate Will have substantially the same maximum elonga 
tion as the elastic ?lm layer. 
[0037] When carrying out the second laminating step in the 
pant-forming part of the method, the tWo-layer laminate is 
stretched in at least one direction by 35-200% of its initial, 
non- stretched extension. Preferably, the tWo -layer laminate is 
stretched in the machine direction, MD. By choosing and 
controlling the amount of stretch, it is possible to obtain a 
selected elasticity in the end laminate. The tWo -layer laminate 
is preferably stretched by 35- 1 80% of its non-stretched exten 
sion, more preferably by 50-150% of its non-stretched exten 
sion and most preferably by 70-120% of its non-stretched 
extension during lamination With the second nonWoven Web. 
[0038] The amount of stretching of the tWo-layer laminate 
is speci?ed as a percentage of the initial, non-stretched exten 
sion of the laminate in the direction of stretch. By Way of 
example, a laminate having a ?rst, non-stretched length of 1 
m and being stretched by 50% has a second, stretched length 
of 1.5 m. 

[0039] The activated tWo-layer laminate can be adhesively 
bonded to the nonWoven chassis component. Alternatively, 
the activated tWo-layer laminate can be thermally or ultra 
sonically bonded to the nonWoven chassis component. Ther 
mal or ultrasonic bonding can be in the form of discreet bonds 
such as spot bonds or line bonds. By selecting a bond pattern 
of sparsely distributed spot bonds, it is possible to achieve a 
higher ?exibility in the resulting laminate than With a bond 
pattern occupying a large proportion of the interface betWeen 
the bonded layers. 
[0040] In accordance With a further embodiment, the pant 
forming process comprises the steps of: 

[0041] a) laminating the elastic ?lm of a ?rst Web of the 
activated, stretched tWo-layer laminate to a ?rst portion 
of a continuous nonWoven chassis Web, and 

[0042] b) laminating the elastic ?lm of a second Web of 
the activated stretched tWo-layer elastic laminate to a 
second portion of the nonWoven chassis Web to form a 
compound chassis Web. 

[0043] By a compound chassis Web is meant a Web com 
prising tWo or more components and from Which Web a pant 
type article chassis is formed. 
[0044] The ?rst Web of the activated stretched tWo-layer 
elastic laminate may be laminated to a ?rst portion of the 
continuous nonWoven chassis Web at a distance from a ?rst 
edge on the continuous nonWoven chassis Web, and the sec 
ond Web of the activated, stretched tWo -layer laminate may be 
laminated to a second portion of the continuous nonWoven 
chassis Web at a distance from a second edge on the continu 
ous nonWoven chassis Web. In this manner, elastic Waist fea 
tures can be formed along the ?rst and second edges of the 
continuous nonWoven chassis Web by joining elastic mem 
bers to the continuous nonWoven chassis Web at a ?rst edge 
portion betWeen the ?rst edge of the continuous nonWoven 
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chassis Web and the ?rst Web of the activated stretched tWo 
layer elastic laminate and at a second edge portion betWeen 
the second edge of the continuous nonWoven chassis Web and 
the second Web of the activated stretched tWo-layer elastic 
laminate and by folding the ?rst and second edge portions of 
the continuous nonWoven chassis Web to enclose the elastic 
means. 

[0045] Alternatively, the elastic means can be covered by a 
Web of material being a continuous part of the chassis Web, 
such as an inner or outer nonWoven layer, or being provided as 
a separate strip of covering material such as a nonWoven 
material. It is also possible to leave the elastic means uncov 
ered. Hence, portions of the continuous nonWoven chassis 
Web extending beyond the elastic laminate Webs at the edges 
of the nonWoven chassis Web can be used to form an elastic 
Waist feature that is an integral part of the compound chassis 
Web. A further option is to arrange the activated tWo-layer 
elastic laminate Webs all the Way to the edges of the non 
Woven chassis Web and to supplement the elasticity of the 
laminate Webs at the edges by arranging Waist elastic means 
along the edges. The Waist elastic means may, in a conven 
tional manner, be supplied as bands, ?lm, threads, etc. and are 
preferably attached to the Waist edges of the chassis Web in a 
tensioned state so as to create higher elastic tension at the 
Waist edges. The Waist elastic means may be covered or 
uncovered as desired. If the Waist elastic means are covered 
by a further material, the covering material may be provided 
in the form of a nonWoven Web that is a continuous part of the 
chassis Web or it may be in the form of a separate strip of 
material. 
[0046] In the ?nished pant-type absorbent article, the part 
of the nonWoven chassis Web that is arranged centrally 
betWeen the tWo -layer laminate Webs Will form a crotch panel 
and the laminated elastic Web portions on either side of the 
central part of the chassis Web Will form elastically extensible 
front and back panels. The nonWoven chassis Web can be an 
elastic or non-elastic Web. 

[0047] The core component can be placed on the compound 
chassis Web With a central portion extending over the central 
nonWoven chassis Web and With end portions of the core 
component extending in over each of the tWo-layer laminate 
Webs. 
[0048] According to a further embodiment, the pant-form 
ing process comprises: 

[0049] a) joining a ?rst Web of the activated, stretched 
tWo-layer laminate to a ?rst edge of a continuous central 
nonWoven chassis Web, 

[0050] b) joining a second Web of the activated stretched 
tWo-layer elastic laminate to a second edge of the central 
nonWoven chassis Web to form a compound chassis Web, 

[0051] c) laminating a ?rst nonWoven Web to the elastic 
?lm of the ?rst Web of the activated stretched tWo-layer 
laminate, and 

[0052] d) laminating a second nonWoven Web to the elas 
tic ?lm of the second Web of the activated, stretched 
tWo-layer laminate. 

[0053] The core component may be joined to the chassis 
Web before or after the activated stretched tWo-layer elastic 
laminate Webs are laminated With the ?rst and second non 
Woven Webs. 

[0054] Particularly in an embodiment Where the core com 
ponent is placed on the chassis Web before the ?nal laminat 
ing step, it may be bene?cial if the ?rst and second nonWoven 
Webs are provided With cut-outs corresponding in siZe and 
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shape to the portions of the core component that are arranged 
in overlap With the ?rst and second nonWoven Webs, the 
cut-outs being brought into register With the core compo 
nents. In this manner it is avoided that the portions of the core 
component that extend in over the elastic tWo -layer laminate 
are covered by the second nonWoven Webs in the laminating 
step. 
[0055] In a further embodiment, the pant-forming process 
comprises: 

[0056] a) joining a ?rst Web of the activated, stretched 
tWo-layer laminate to a ?rst edge of a continuous central 
nonWoven chassis Web, 

[0057] b) joining a second Web of the activated stretched 
tWo-layer elastic laminate to a second edge of the central 
nonWoven chassis Web to form a compound chassis Web, 

[0058] c) attaching leg elastic members to the compound 
chassis Web, and 

[0059] d) laminating a nonWoven Web to the compound 
chassis Web, the nonWoven Web covering the ?rst and 
second tWo-layer elastic laminate Webs and the leg elas 
tic members. 

[0060] This embodiment is advantageous in that it offers 
good securement and coverage of the leg elastic members at 
the same time as the elastic panel portions of the chassis Web 
are provided With reinforcement. 
[0061] The method preferably also includes arranging an 
elastic Waist feature along at least one of the edges of the 
chassis. 
[0062] A Waist feature can be arranged at one or both edges 
of the elastic laminate chassis Web by attaching elastic ele 
ments to the Web and optionally covering the elastic elements 
With a nonWoven Web Which may be a continuous component 
of the chassis Web or a separate nonWoven strip. 
[0063] An elastic Waist feature can alternatively be joined 
to the chassis Web as a separate component that is prefabri 
cated or is manufactured in line With the pant-forming pro 
cess. The elastic Waist feature is preferably continuously 
joined to or arranged on the chassis Web and may be supplied 
as an elastic band, of any suitable kind, such as elastic lami 
nates, elastic foam strips, elastic nonWovens, non-elastic 
materials that have been elasticised With elastic threads or 
strings, etc.A commonly used elastic Waist feature is made by 
attaching elastic elements such as threads, bands or strings in 
a pre-tensioned state betWeen tWo layers of nonWoven, non 
elastic material. All commonly used elastic materials such as 
natural or synthetic rubber elastic foam, etc. can be employed. 
A Waist feature of this type may be formed from tWo separate 
layers of nonWoven or may be made from a single layer of 
nonWoven that is folded into a tWo-layer structure. It is also 
possible to use the activated tWo-layer laminate to create an 
elastic Waist feature. The elastic Waist feature preferably has 
a higher elastic tension than the elastic panel portions. 
[0064] In an alternative embodiment, the elastic Waist fea 
ture is an integral part of the chassis Web. In this embodiment, 
the elastic Waist feature may be formed by folding an edge 
portion of an elastic or non-elastic part of the chassis Web and 
attaching elastic elements betWeen the folded portions of the 
chassis Web. Typically, the elastic Waist feature is formed by 
folding a portion of the nonWoven chassis Web component 
that is an extension of one of the nonWoven layers in the 
elastic three-layer laminate produced. It is also possible to 
attach elastic elements to a layer of the chassis Web and leave 
the elastic elements non-covered, or covered by a separate 
Web. If the elastic Waist feature incorporates the elastic lami 
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nate Web, the elastic laminate Web may be folded to create a 
double laminate portion having higher elastic retraction force 
than the non-folded portion of the part of the chassis Web 
including only a single tWo-layer laminate Web. The folded 
elastic laminate Web may be supplemented by additional 
elastic elements. 
[0065] The activated tWo-layer laminate may be stretched 
in at least one direction by 35-1 80% of its non-stretched 
extension, more preferably by 50-150% of its non-stretched 
extension and mo st preferably by 70- l 20% during lamination 
With the nonWoven chassis component. 
[0066] The method may further include any conventional 
pant-forming production steps such as one or more of the 
folloWing production steps: 

[0067] a) cutting the chassis Web to form leg openings, 
[0068] b) folding the chassis Web together With the inte 

grated absorbent core component, 
[0069] c) forming side joins in the folded Web, and 
[0070] d) separating individual pant-type absorbent 

articles from the chassis by cutting at the side joins. 
[0071] Side joins are often arranged in a pant-type article to 
connect the article’s front portion to the rear portion and to 
form a pant having a Waist opening and leg openings. Usually, 
the side joins are intended to be arranged at the user’s hips 
during use of the absorbent pants, but it is also knoWn to 
arrange side joins more to the front of the article. The side 
joins are preferably designed so that they can Withstand the 
tensile forces Which arise When the article is being put on and 
is being Worn, but such that they can be torn apart or opened 
in a controlled manner When the absorbent pants are taken off 
or to check if the article needs changing. In the latter instance, 
the side joins are preferably reclosable joins, as knoWn in the 
art. 

[0072] A pant-type absorbent article also comprises a chas 
sis structure comprising a front panel having a front end edge 
and ?rst and second side edges, a back panel having a back 
end edge and ?rst and second side edges and a crotch panel 
arranged betWeen the front and back panels and front and 
back Waist panels arranged at the front and back panels, 
respectively and forming a Waist-band on the absorbent 
article, and a core component being integrated With the chas 
sis structure, the ?rst and second side edges of the front panel 
being joined by edge joins to the corresponding ?rst and 
second side edges of the back panel. At least one of the front 
and back panels comprises a tWo-layer elastic laminate com 
prising a ?rst non-elastic ?brous nonWoven Web and an elas 
tic ?lm and a nonWoven chassis component that has been 
laminated to the elastic ?lm of the tWo-layer elastic laminate 
While the tWo-layer elastic laminate Was stretched by 
35-200%. The tWo-layer elastic laminate Was preferably 
stretched by 35-180% of its non-stretched extension, more 
preferably by 50-150% of its non-stretched extension and 
most preferably by 70-l20% during lamination to the non 
Woven chassis component. 

[0073] The elastic three-layer laminate chassis portions 
preferably form the front and the back panels of the pant-type 
diaper. HoWever, it is possible to make only parts of the 
respective front and back panels of the elastic three-layer 
laminate. In such embodiments, at least 20%, preferably at 
least 25%, more preferably at least 30% and most preferably 
at least 40% of the total surface area of the chassis is consti 
tuted by the elastic three-layer laminate. As an example, the 
elastic tWo-layer laminate may be applied only to those parts 
of the front and back panels that are intended to lie over the 
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Wearer’s hips and thus form elastic side panels. It is also 
possible to design a pant-type article Without any overlap 
betWeen the region in Which the core component is applied 
and the elastic laminate material in the front and back panels. 

[0074] The ?rst non-elastic ?brous nonWoven Web and/or 
the nonWoven chassis component may comprise thermoplas 
tic ?bres. The nonWoven Webs Will typically be incorporated 
in joins and seams in the disposable pant-type article. Hence, 
it is highly desirable that the nonWoven Webs be Weldable by 
heat or by ultrasonic Welding processes. Examples of suitable 
polymers for use in the nonWoven Webs are polyethylene, 
polyesters, polypropylene and other polyole?n homopoly 
mers and copolymers. Particularly Well suited nonWoven 
Webs are those comprising thermoplastic ?bres that are a 
blend of polypropylene and polyethylene ?bres. The Weld 
able nonWoven Webs have a high content of thermoplastic 
?bres and contain at least 50% thermoplastic ?bres and pref 
erably at least 80% thermoplastic ?bres. 

[0075] A suitable type of nonWoven Webs for use particu 
larly as the nonWoven chassis component is a creped non 
Woven. Creped nonWovens generally have greater extensibil 
ity and ?exibility than non-creped nonWovens. By choosing a 
creped nonWoven for the nonWoven chassis component, it is 
possible to achieve a ?nal three-layer laminate in the panty 
type article that is more conformable and extensible than is 
possible With a non-creped nonWoven. The creped nonWoven 
makes it easier for the three-layer laminate to contract after 
elongation, thus increasing the elasticity When compared to a 
corresponding laminate having a non-creped second non 
Woven layer. If desired, the non-elastic nonWoven Web in the 
tWo-layer laminate can also be a creped nonWoven. 

[0076] The elastic ?lm used for producing the tWo-layer 
laminate may be of any suitable elastic polymer, natural or 
synthetic. One example of an elastic ?lm that has proven to 
provide good elasticity and breathability is an apertured 
three-layer elastomeric ?lm With the composition polyethyl 
ene-styrene/ethylene/butadiene/styrene-polyethylene (PE 
SEBS-PE). 
[0077] The elastic tWo-layer laminate used in the pant 
forming process is composed of a layer of ?brous material 
and an elastic layer. The ?brous layer is chosen so that it 
provides a soft and cloth-like feel and appearance to the 
laminate. Examples of suitable materials are meltbloWn 
Webs, spunbond materials, and creped nonWovens, as set out 
above. Such materials are also suitable for the nonWoven 
chassis component to Which the tWo-layer laminate is 
attached. HoWever, any soft, ?exible and preferably exten 
sible nonWoven materials and nonWoven laminates may be 
used, such as Spunbond-MeltbloWn-Spunbond-laminates 
(SMS), carded and spunlaced materials. 

[0078] The basis Weight of the nonWoven Web used in the 
tWo-layer laminate is suitably from 10-80 g/m2 and prefer 
ably from 13-50 g/m2. Examples of suitable polymers used in 
the ?brous material are polyethylene, polyesters, polypropy 
lene and other polyole?n homopolymers and copolymers. 
Natural ?bres, for example cotton, may also be used as long as 
they provide the desired properties. A mixture of polymers 
can contribute to a higher ?exibility of the nonWoven layer, 
and through this, give the nonWoven material a higher elon 
gation at maximum load. A mixture of polyethylene and 
polypropylene polymers has proven to provide good results in 
this respect. HoWever, nonWovens having different ?bre mix 
tures may also be used. 
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[0079] The elastic layer is preferably an apertured elastic 
?lm. The elastic layer may have a basis Weight of betWeen 10 
and 120 g/m2, preferably betWeen 15 and 60 g/m2. The elastic 
layer may be of any suitable elastic polymer, natural or syn 
thetic. Some examples of useful materials for the elastic layer 
are loW crystallinity polyethylenes, metallocene-catalyZed 
loW crystallinity polyethylenes, ethylene vinyl acetate 
copolymers (EVA), polyurethane, polyisoprene, butadiene 
styrene copolymers, styrene block copolymers, such as sty 
rene/ isoprene/ styrene (SI S), styrene/butadi ene/ styrene 
(SBS), or styrene/ethylene-butadiene/ styrene block copoly 
mer. Blends of these polymers may also be used as Well as 
other modifying elastomeric or non-elastomeric materials. 
One example of a suitable elastic ?lm is an apertured three 
layer elastomeric ?lm With the composition polyethylene 
styrene/ethylene/butadiene/ styrene -polyethylene (PE 
SEBS-PE). 
[0080] The elastic tWo-layer laminate can, for instance, be 
manufactured and activated according to either of the meth 
ods disclosed in WO 03/047488 or EP 0 714 351 by applying 
the nonWoven Web to one side of the ?lm. The nonWoven Web 
and the ?lm may be extrusion bonded or may be bonded by 
adhesive. The tWo-layer laminate is incrementally stretched 
to activate the elasticity of the ?lm layer. Incremental stretch 
ing can be made to a point beloW the elongation at peak load 
of the nonWoven Web to retain some strength in the nonWoven 
Web. Alternatively, the stretching may be carried out so that 
the nonWoven is completely torn, as disclosed in WO 
03/047488. 
[0081] When laminating the tWo-layer laminate to the non 
Woven chassis component, a three-layer laminate is created 
having a smooth face on the surface Where the tWo-layer 
laminate is arranged and a someWhat gathered, puckered face 
on the opposing surface, Where the chassis component is 
arranged. Accordingly, depending on the order of the layers in 
the produced pant-type article, the three-layer laminate can be 
oriented With the smooth face on the inside of the article and 
the irregular face facing outWardly. In this manner, the skin 
contacting parts of the laminate Will be particularly soft, 
smooth and non-cha?ng against the Wearer’s skin. HoWever, 
it is alternatively possible to arrange the laminate With the 
smooth face on the outside of the absorbent article. In this 
manner, an absorbent article having a smooth surface in con 
tact With any clothing Worn over the absorbent article is 
obtained. Such an embodiment can be advantageous When the 
article is a pair of sanitary pants or incontinent pants for 
adults. The smooth surface of the laminate is aesthetically 
pleasing and Will be less conspicuous When the absorbent 
article is Worn under thin or tight-?tting garments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0082] The disclosure Will in the folloWing be described in 
connection to preferred embodiments and in greater detail 
With reference to the appended exemplary draWings, Wherein: 
[0083] FIG. 1 shoWs schematically a method for producing 
a tWo-layer elastic laminate, 
[0084] FIG. 2 shoWs schematically a method for producing 
pant-type absorbent articles, 
[0085] FIG. 3 shoWs a second embodiment of a method for 
producing pant-type absorbent articles, 
[0086] FIG. 4 shoWs a third embodiment of a method for 
producing pant-type absorbent articles, 
[0087] FIG. 5 shoWs a fourth embodiment of a method for 
producing pant-type absorbent articles, 
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[0088] FIG. 6 shows a pant-type diaper in a ?at state, and 
[0089] FIG. 7 shows the diaper in FIG. 3 with closed side 
joins. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0090] FIG. 1 shows schematically a method for producing 
an elastically stretchable two -layer laminate that can be incor 
porated in a pant-type absorbent article. 
[0091] A nonwoven web 1 is fed from a storage roll 2 into 
a bonding nip between a rubber roll 3 and a metal roll 4. A 
molten elastic ?lm-forming polymer 6 is extruded through a 
die 7 into the nip and the nonwoven web 1 and the elastic ?lm 
forms a two-layer laminate 8 that is taken off at a roller 9. 

[0092] The metal roll 4 in the bonding nip is preferably an 
apertured suction roll so that three-dimensional forming and 
aperturing of the extruded elastic ?lm 6 is achieved simulta 
neously with bonding of the ?lm 6 to the nonwoven web 1. 
[0093] The two-layer laminate 8 is subsequently activated 
by passing the laminate between intermeshing gear rollers 10, 
11 so that the laminate 8 is subjected to incremental stretch 
ing. A number of different stretching techniques exist, as set 
out in EP 0 714 351. Depending on the design of the inter 
meshing gear rollers, the incremental stretching can be made 
to stretch the laminate diagonally, in the machine direction 
(MD) or in the cross direction (CD). The amount of breakage 
of the nonwoven web caused by the incremental stretching 
can be controlled by adjusting the intermeshing depth of the 
teeth or intermeshing elements on the gear rollers. The incre 
mental stretching releases or activates the elasticity of the 
elastic ?lm and allows the two-layer laminate 8 to be elasti 
cally extensible. In the laminates of the disclosure, activation 
will usually involve tearing or breaking of the nonwoven web 
principally along deformation lines parallel with the CD and 
perpendicular to the MD. 
[0094] After activation the laminate 8 is preferably rolled 
up in an un-tensioned state on a storage roll and allowed to 
relax for a period of time. The relaxation step is represented 
by showing the production line as broken at A in FIG. 1. 
Intermediate storage and relaxation may be particularly ben 
e?cial if the production speed in the lamination process is 
lower than the production speed in the pant-forming process 
or when the two-layer laminate is bought from an external 
supplier and used it in the pant-forming process in accordance 
with the disclosure. 

[0095] The activated and preferably relaxed laminate 8 is 
subsequently stretched by passing between a pair of rollers 
12, 13 driven at different speeds. The laminate 8 is stretched 
in at least one direction to 35-200% of its initial, non 
stretched extension before it is introduced in a pant-forming 
process and laminated to a third component web. By choosing 
and controlling the amount of stretch, it is possible to obtain 
a selected elasticity in the three-layer end laminate. 
[0096] FIG. 2 shows schematically a method for producing 
pant diapers 21 or otherpant-type absorbent articles. In accor 
dance with the embodiments of the disclosure, the method 
involves forming a chassis structure carrying a core compo 
nent. In all the shown embodiments of the disclosure, the core 
component is formed separately as a “core pack”, with an 
absorbent core enclosed between a topsheet and a liquid 
impermeable backsheet. Although this is a preferred way of 
incorporating the core component in the chassis structure, 
alternative embodiments utilising parts of the chassis struc 
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ture as topsheet and/or backsheet are also contemplated 
within the scope of the disclosure. 
[0097] The preferred embodiments of the pant-forming 
process according to the disclosure involves using continuous 
webs of material to form different chassis web portions such 
as a crotch portion, front and back panel portions and a waist 
band portion, and stretching the elastic two-layer laminate 
webs in the machine direction, MD, as shown in the Pigs. 
However, as previously stated, the pant-forming process 
according to the embodiments of the disclosure may also 
involve the incorporation of discrete elastic laminate webs 
and other elements and may involve stretching of the two 
layer laminate webs in the cross direction, CD, or in more 
than one direction. 

[0098] As shown in FIG. 2, a chassis structure is formed 
from a compound chassis web 22 comprising a central non 
woven chassis web 23, ?rst and second activated elastic two 
layer laminate webs 24, 25 and ?rst and second waist features 
26, 27. The elastic two-layer laminate webs 24, 25 can be 
webs of the laminate produced in the method shown in FIG. 1. 
Alternatively, the webs may be produced by means of any 
other suitable lamination method, such as by adhesive bond 
ing, meltblowing, of a nonwoven web onto an elastic ?lm, 
ultrasonic bonding or therrnobonding. The laminate webs 
include one layer of an elastic ?lm and one nonwoven layer 
and have been activated as previously described. The lami 
nate webs 24, 25 are joined to the central nonwoven chassis 
web 23 with the ?lm side facing the viewer of FIG. 2 and with 
the nonwoven side facing away from the viewer. In this man 
ner, the nonwoven side of the laminate webs will be on the 
outside of the ?nished pant diaper 21. 
[0099] Before joining the laminate webs 24, 25 to the cen 
tral nonwoven chassis web 23, the laminate webs are 
stretched at least in the machine direction (MD) by 35-200% 
of their initial, non-stretched extension. Stretching may be 
carried out by passing the webs between a pair of rollers 
driven at different speeds. By choosing and controlling the 
amount of stretch, it is possible to obtain a selected elasticity 
in the ?nished chassis web. The laminate webs 24, 25 are 
preferably stretched by 35-180% of their non-stretched 
extension, more preferably by 50-150% of their non 
stretched extension and most preferably by 70-120% of their 
non-stretched extension. The laminate webs 24, 25 need not 
be stretched to the same extent if different elasticity is desired 
in different portions of the chassis structure. It is also possible 
to use elastic laminate webs having different ?lm/nonwoven 
combinations, different degrees of activation, etc. 
[0100] The degree of stretching of the elastic two-layer 
laminate webs 24, 25 during the pant-forming process is a 
major factor in determining the ?nal elasticity of the portion 
of the chassis web 22 occupied by the two-layer laminate 
webs 24, 25. 
[0101] The waist features 26, 27 are created by joining 
separate nonwoven strips 28, 29 to the outer edges of the 
elastic laminate webs 24, 25, attaching elastic elements 30 to 
the nonwoven strips 28, 29 and folding and securing the 
nonwoven strips 28, 29 over the elastic elements 30 to create 
elastic waistbands along the edges of the chassis web 22. The 
elastic waist features may alternatively be formed by folding 
an edge portion of one or both of the elastic laminate webs 24, 
25. The folded portion will have greater elastic force than a 
non-folded web. If desired, the folded laminate web may be 
supplemented with additional elastic elements. It is also pos 
sible to create a waist feature at the edge of one or both of the 
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elastic laminate Webs 24, 25 by attaching elastic elements to 
the Web and optionally covering the elastic elements With a 
separate nonWoven strip. 
[0102] A core component 32 is produced separately from 
the pant-forming process and is laid doWn on the chassis Web 
22. 
[0103] The core component 32 comprises an absorbent 
core 33 arranged betWeen a liquid barrier layer 34 and a liquid 
pervious topsheet layer 35. In the shoWn example, the core 
component 32 further comprises elastic elements 36 arranged 
in curve-shaped patterns on the liquid barrier layer 34. The 
shoWn pattern is only intended as an example and other pat 
terns may be used for the elastic elements 36 such as linear 
elastic elements. It is also possible to dispense With elastic 
elements in the core component 32 altogether. The absorbent 
core is shoWn as a tWo-component structure With an upper, 
smaller absorbent layer 37 and a loWer someWhat larger layer 
38. It is to be understood that the construction of the core 
component 32 and the absorbent core is by no means limiting 
for the disclosure. Hence, any commonly employed core 
concepts and materials may be used in the process according 
to the disclosure. 
[0104] After joining of the core component 32 With the 
chassis Web 22, ?rst and second nonWoven Webs 39, 40 are 
laminated to the stretched ?rst and second tWo-layer laminate 
Webs 24, 25, respectively to create three-layer laminate Webs 
41, 42. 
[0105] In order to avoid covering the end portions of the 
core component 32, the nonWoven Webs 39, 40 are provided 
With cut-outs 43 that are arranged in register With the core 
components 32 on the chassis Web 22. HoWever, the cut-outs 
43 are an optional feature and may be omitted, as desired. 
[0106] As an alternative to the previously described Ways 
of producing a Waist feature on the chassis Web 22, the non 
Woven Webs 39, 40 may be siZed to extend beyond the edges 
of the tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25 and the extending 
portions may be elasticised and used to form Waist features 
26, 27, along the edges of the compound chassis Web 23, as 
previously described. 
[0107] The choice of material for the ?rst and second non 
Woven Webs in?uences the ?exibility and extensibility of the 
created three-layer laminate. The amount of bonded area 
betWeen the elastic laminate Webs 24, 25 and the nonWoven 
Webs does also affect the ?exibility and elasticity of the 
three-layer laminate. Accordingly, a large bonded area Will 
decrease the elasticity in the ?nal laminate While sparsely 
distributedbonding points Will have a very small or negligible 
in?uence on the elasticity. 
[0108] Lamination of the nonWoven Webs 39, 40 to the 
laminate Webs 24, 25 may be carried out by coating or spray 
ing the ?lm-side of the laminate Webs 24, 25 With adhesive 
and subsequently pas sing the combined Webs through a bond 
ing nip betWeen tWo bonding rollers. The adhesive is prefer 
ably a thermoplastic adhesive, although other types of adhe 
sives may be used if desired. Alternatively, ultrasonic or 
thermal bonding may be used in the lamination step. 
[0109] The resulting three-layer laminate 41, 42 is elasti 
cally stretchable and has a selected elasticity primarily 
depending on the elasticity of the elastic ?lm in the tWo-layer 
laminate Webs 24, 25, the degree of tearing of the ?rst non 
Woven Web during activation of the elastic laminate Webs and 
the amount of stretching of the tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 
25 before bonding to the nonWoven Webs 39, 40. HoWever, as 
set out above, the properties of the nonWoven Webs With 
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regard to ?exibility and extensibility and the amount of bond 
ing effected in the second lamination step does also in?uence 
the elasticity of the ?nal laminate 41, 42. 
[0110] In the pant diaper, When the elastic laminate Webs 
are in a relaxed condition, the three-layer laminates 41, 42 
Will have a smooth face on the outside of the diaper and an 
irregular, someWhat puckered face on the inside Where the 
nonWoven layers 39, 40 are applied. This is due to the non 
Woven layers 39, 40 having been bonded to the tWo-layer 
laminate Webs 24, 25 While the tWo-layer laminate Webs Were 
in an elastically extended state. The non-incrementally 
stretched nonWoven Webs provide reinforcement of the lami 
nate, makes the laminate puncture resistant, and alloWs the 
laminate to be subjected to the pulling and stretching forces 
arising When putting on and taking off a pant article Without 
breaking or tearing. 
[0111] Moreover, by selecting nonWoven materials having 
thermoplastic properties for the nonWoven in the tWo-layer 
laminate Webs and/ or for the nonWoven Webs supplied in the 
pant-forming process, the Webs can be joined to other com 
ponents by thermo-bonding and ultrasonic Welding tech 
niques. For example, it may be bene?cial if at least one of the 
nonWoven layers in the three-layer laminate is substantially 
or completely made of thermoplastic ?bres, preferably 
polypropylene ?bres. The nonWoven layer can then be used to 
form side joins With good tensile strength. Since thermo 
bonds used in side joins usually penetrate the Welded mate 
rials, the orientation of the laminate With respect to the non 
Woven layers is normally not crucial for obtaining a 
therrnobonded join as long as at least one of the layers is 
predominantly made of thermoplastic ?bres or the combina 
tion of the tWo layers contain suf?cient thermoplastic mate 
rial in order to achieve su?icient bond strength. The side joins 
are preferably breakable side joins, i.e. Welds that may be 
peeled or torn apart When the pant diaper is removed. 
[0112] The method shoWn in FIG. 2 does not include the 
application of leg elastic elements. HoWever, it is of course 
possible to apply leg elastic if additional elasti?cation is 
needed at the leg openings of the pant diaper. Leg elastic may 
be applied in any knoWn manner and using any knoWn elastic 
elements. One example of a suitable method of arranging leg 
elastics is disclosed in WO 2004/078083. 
[0113] After the ?nal lamination step, a portion 44 is cut out 
from the chassis Web 22 betWeen the core components 32 to 
create leg openings 45. The chassis Web and the integrated 
core components 32 are then folded centrally and the Web 
halves are joined in side joins 46 betWeen the core compo 
nents. Finally, individual pant diapers 21 are cut from the 
production Web. 
[0114] The method in FIG. 2 shoWs the core components 
being joined to the chassis Web before lamination With the 
nonWoven Webs 39, 40. HoWever, in an alternative method, 
the core components 32 may be joined to the chassis Web after 
the lamination step, ie when the chassis Web has been fully 
assembled. In such an embodiment it is normally not neces 
sary to arrange cut-outs in the areas of overlap betWeen the 
core components and the tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25. 
[0115] FIG. 2 is a highly schematic representation of the 
method according to the disclosure. HoWever, all individual 
steps, such as bonding, cutting, folding, etc. are Well knoWn 
and described in the art. 
[0116] In the method in FIG. 3, the central nonWoven chas 
sis Web 23 extends in the cross direction (CD) over the full 
Width of the chassis Web 22. Waist features 26, 27 are formed 
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in the central nonWoven chassis Web 23 by attaching elastic 
elements 30 on edge portions 50, 51 of the chassis Web and 
folding and securing the edge portions 50, 51 over the elastic 
elements. The direction of folding of the edge portions 50, 51 
is not critical to the invention. However, it is normally pre 
ferred that the edge portions 50, 51 be folded in the direction 
shoWn in FIG. 3, since the free edges of the folded edge 
portions 50, 51 Will then be on the inside of the resultant 
pant-type article 21 and the outside of the pant-type article 21 
Will have a smoother and more tailored appearance. 
[0117] First and second activated elastic tWo-layer laminate 
Webs 24, 25 are joined to the central nonWoven chassis Web 
23 With the nonWoven side facing aWay from the central 
nonWoven chassis Web and With the ?lm side facing toWards 
the central nonWoven chassis Web 23 so that the elastic ?lm 
layer is sandWiched betWeen the nonWoven layers. The elastic 
tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25 are arranged along the edges 
of the chassis Web 23, inWard of the elastic Waist features and 
leaving a central portion of the central nonWoven chassis Web 
23 free from the laminate Webs 24, 25. In an alternative 
embodiment, the elastic tWo-layer laminate Webs may be 
applied as a single Web having no central gap. Such an 
embodiment produces a pant-type article having an elastic 
three-layer laminate covering the chassis Web crotch portion, 
as Well as the chassis Web front and back panel portions. 
[0118] When applied as shoWn in FIG. 3, the laminate Webs 
24, 25 Will end up on the outside of the ?nished pant-type 
article 21. HoWever, it is of course possible to arrange the 
laminate Webs on the inside of the chassis Web 23, so that the 
chassis Web forms a continuous outer surface on the ?nished 
pant-type article 21. 
[0119] As in the method in FIG. 2, the laminate Webs 24, 25 
are stretched before lamination to the central nonWoven chas 
sis Web 23. The laminate Webs are stretched at least in the 
machine direction (MD) by 35-200% of their initial, non 
stretched extension, preferably by 35-180% of their non 
stretched extension, more preferably by 50-150% of their 
non-stretched extension and most preferably by 70-120% of 
their non-stretched extension. As in the FIG. 2 embodiment, 
the laminate Webs 24, 25 need not be stretched to the same 
extent if different elasticity is desired in different portions of 
the chassis structure. Likewise, it is possible to use laminate 
Webs having different compositions, and different degrees of 
activation. 
[0120] The core components 32 are laid doWn on the 
assembled chassis Web 22, leg cut-outs 45 are made, the 
production Web is folded, side seams 46 are formed and the 
individual pant diapers 21 are severed from the production 
Web in the same manner as in the FIG. 2 process. 

[0121] The order of the production steps does not have to be 
as shoWn in FIG. 3. Accordingly, the stretched, activated 
tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25 can be laminated to the cen 
tral nonWoven Web 23 before forming of the Waist features 26, 
27. Similarly, the core components 32 can be joined With the 
chassis Web 22 before application of the tWo-layer laminate 
Webs 24, 25. HoWever, in such an embodiment it may be 
desirable to cut aWay any portions of the tWo-layer laminate 
Webs 24, 25 that Will otherWise overlap With the core com 
ponents. As in the FIG. 2 method, leg elastics may be added if 
desired. 
[0122] A further method according to the disclosure is 
shoWn in FIG. 4. 
[0123] As in the FIG. 2 method, the method in FIG. 4 
involves forming a chassis structure from a chassis Web 22 
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comprising a central nonWoven chassis Web 23, ?rst and 
second activated elastic tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25 and 
?rst and second Waist features 26, 27. The laminate Webs 24, 
25 are joined to the central nonWoven chassis Web 23 With the 
?lm side facing the vieWer of FIG. 4 and With the nonWoven 
side facing aWay from the vieWer so that the nonWoven side of 
the laminate Webs Will be on the outside of the ?nished pant 
diaper 21. 
[0124] Before joining the laminate Webs 24, 25 to the cen 
tral nonWoven chassis Web 23, the laminate Webs are 
stretched as previously described at least in the machine 
direction (MD) by 35-200% of their initial, non-stretched 
extension, preferably stretched by 35-180% of their non 
stretched extension, more preferably by 50-150% of their 
non-stretched extension and most preferably by 70-120% of 
their non- stretched extension. Different degrees of stretching 
can be used for the laminate Webs 24, 25 if desired and the 
Webs may have different compositions, different degrees of 
activation, etc. 
[0125] The Waist features 26, 27 are created by joining 
separate nonWoven strips 28, 29 to the outer edges of the 
elastic laminate Webs 24, 25, attaching elastic elements 30 to 
the nonWoven strips 28, 29 and folding and securing the 
nonWoven strips 28, 29 over the elastic elements 30 to create 
continuous elastic Waistbands along the Whole edges of the 
chassis Web 22. The elastic Waist features may alternatively 
be formed by folding an edge portion of one or both of the 
elastic laminate Webs 24, 25, as shoWn in FIG. 3, optionally 
supplemented With additional elastic elements. It is also pos 
sible to create a Waist feature at the edge of one or both of the 
elastic laminate Webs 24, 25 by attaching elastic elements to 
the Web and optionally covering the elastic elements With a 
separate nonWoven strip. A further option is to create an 
elastic Waist feature by attaching elastic elements 30 along the 
edges of the elastic Web and covering the Waist elastic With a 
further elastic or non-elastic nonWoven Web 54. Elastic Waist 
features suitable for use in the pant-forming process in accor 
dance With the disclosure are disclosed in PCT/SE205/ 
000309. 

[0126] Leg elastic 53 is applied to the chassis Web 22 in a 
sinus curve pattern. The leg elastic can be any conventionally 
used elastic element such as one or more elastic threads, 

bands, etc. 
[0127] It is, of course possible to use further elastic ele 
ments to create leg elastic 53 and to apply the elastic elements 
in other patterns than the one shoWn herein. One suitable Way 
of arranging leg elastic on a chassis Web is disclosed in WO 
2004/078083. 

[0128] A core component 32 is produced separately from 
the pant-forming process as described in connection With 
FIG. 2, and is laid doWn on the chassis Web 22 after applica 
tion of the leg elastic 53. 

[0129] Before joining of the core component 32 to the 
chassis Web 22, a non-elastic or elastic nonWoven Web 54 is 
laminated over the full Width of the chassis Web 22 betWeen 
the Waist elastic features 26, 27. 

[0130] As in the FIG. 2 embodiment, the core component 
32 comprises an absorbent core 33 arranged betWeen a liquid 
barrier layer 34 and a liquid pervious topsheet layer 35. 
[0131] The nonWoven Web 54 is applied to cover the central 
nonWoven chassis Web 23, the leg elastic 53 and the tWo-layer 
laminate Webs 24, 25 that are joined With the central non 
Woven chassis Web 23. 
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[0132] Hence, the nonWoven Web 54 Will offer securement 
and coverage of the leg elastic members at the same time as 
the tWo-layer laminate Webs 24, 25 are provided With rein 
forcement. 
[0133] A further embodiment of the method according to 
the disclosure is shoWn in FIG. 5. The FIG. 5 method is 
similar to that in FIG. 2, but involves applying nonWoven 
Webs 39, 40 to the stretched and activated tWo-layer laminate 
Webs 24, 25 before joining the thus produced elastic three 
layer laminate Webs 84, 85 to the central nonWoven chassis 
Web 23. As an alternative to the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5, 
the three-layer laminate Webs 84, 85 may be produced by 
laminating an activated, stretched tWo-layer laminate Web 
With a nonWoven Web and subsequently dividing the thus 
obtained three-layer laminate into tWo Webs before joining 
the tWo Webs With the central nonWoven chassis Web. 
[0134] The pant diaper 55 shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7 is 
designed to enclose the loWer part of a Wearer’s trunk like 
conventional underWear. In FIG. 6, the diaper 55 is shoWn 
from the inside, ie from the side facing the Wearer When the 
article is Worn and in FIG. 7, the diaper is shoWn from the 
outside, or the garment-facing side, Which is the side that is 
facing aWay from the Wearer When the diaper is Worn. 
[0135] The diaper has a front panel 56, a back panel 57 and 
a crotch panel 58 extending betWeen the front and back panels 
56, 57 and having a relatively narroW Width as compared to 
the front and backpanels 56, 57. The front and backpanels 56, 
57 are arranged to cover the Wearer’s hips and to extend over 
the belly and the back of the Wearer to encircle the loWer part 
of the Wearer’s trunk. 
[0136] The diaper 55 further comprises a core region 59 
extending from the crotch panel 58 into the front panel 56 and 
the back panel 57. The front and back panels 56, 57 form part 
of a chassis 60 that extends on the garment-facing side of the 
diaper 55 and covers and surrounds the core region 59. The 
chassis 60 comprises the front panel 56, the back panel 57 the 
crotch panel 58 and an elastic Waist band 61 secured to the 
front and back panels 56, 57. Each of the front and back 
panels 56, 57 has a Waist edge 62 a crotch edge 63 and a pair 
of side edges 64 respectively. 
[0137] The term “panel” is used herein to denote a func 
tional part of the diaper chassis While the terms “region” and 
“portion” are used to denote the location of a particular fea 
ture of the diaper in the chassis or to describe the intended 
positioning of a particular part of the diaper in relation to a 
user’s body. A panel may be a separate component or an 
integrated part of the chassis.A region or portion may have an 
extension fully or partially covering one or more panels. 
[0138] When components are joined, attached or secured to 
each other they are separate parts that have been bonded by 
any suitable means such as adhesively, by stitching or by 
ultrasonic Welding or thermo-Welding. The term joined also 
includes separable (openable) joins, such as separable side 
joins and reclosable joins such as hook- and loop joins, 
reclosable tape joins, snap fasteners, etc. Components that 
have been arranged on each other need not be bonded, 
although as used herein, the term “arranged” is broadly used 
to also include bonded components. 
[0139] The front and back panels 56, 57 are joined to each 
other along their side edges 64 by thermobonding, ultrasonic 
Welding, glue strings or the like to form side seams 65, as 
shoWn in FIG. 7. The elastic Waist band 61 consists of a front 
Waist panel 61a and a back Waist panel 61b, Which are secured 
to the front panel 56 and the back panel 57, respectively. The 
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front and back Waist panels 61a, 61b are also joined to each 
other along the side seams 65. By joining the front and back 
panels 56,57 and the Waist panels 61a, 61b, the pant diaper 55 
is provided With a Waist opening 66 and a pair of leg openings 
67. 

[0140] FIG. 6 shoWs the diaper 55 in a ?at state With any 
elastic components that are attached to the chassis 60 under 
tensional stress draWn out to the full non-tensioned dimen 
sions of the chassis 60. FIG. 7 shoWs the pant diaper 55 as it 
appears When the side seams 65 have been formed and the 
tensioned elastic elements have been alloWed to relax and 
gather the chassis material to form elasticiZed leg and Waist 
openings 67, 66. 
[0141] The front and back panels 56, 57 are constituted by 
an elastic laminate 68 comprising a tWo-layer ?lm/nonWoven 
laminate that has been activated and stretched by 35-200%, 
preferably by 35-1 80% and most preferably by 70-120% in at 
least one direction and subsequently laminated to a non 
elastic chassis component in the form of a nonWoven layer 
that is arranged on the inside of the diaper. The front and back 
panels 56, 57 are preferably elastically stretchable at least in 
the direction of the Waist edges 62 but may also be elastically 
stretchable perpendicular to the Waist edges 62, in the direc 
tion of the side edges 64. Hence, each of the front and back 
panels 56, 57 comprise an activated, stretched tWo-layer elas 
tic laminate Web 82, 83 and a non-elastic or elastic nonWoven 
Web 80, 81. The tWo-layer laminate and the nonWoven Web 
are laminated to each other With the elastic ?lm layer of the 
tWo-layer laminate betWeen the nonWoven Web layers. The 
nonWoven Web layers 80, 81 have been laminated to the 
tWo-layer laminate Webs 82, 83 after activation of the tWo 
layer laminate Webs. Hence, the nonWoven Web layers have 
not been subjected to incremental stretching and retain their 
initial integrity, thus providing reinforcement to the activated 
laminate. 
[0142] The crotch panel 58 is formed from a nonWoven 
crotch material 69 that has been joined to the front and back 
panels 56, 57 at crotch seams 70. Hence, the crotch material 
69 Which preferably is a non-elastic material, such as a non 
elastic nonWoven material, is arranged in the core region 59 of 
the article and overlaps slightly With the elastic front and back 
panels 56, 57. The crotch material 69 is joined along its 
transverse edges 71, 72 to the front and back panels 56, 57 at 
the overlapping portions. The joining can be made in any 
suitable Way such as by ultrasonic Welding, adhesively or 
similar. In alternative embodiments of the disclosure, an outer 
nonWoven material may extend continuously over the front 
and back panels 56, 57 and the crotch panel 58 so that no 
seams or joins are needed betWeen the panels 58, 56, 57. 
[0143] In the shoWn example, the elastic Waist band 61 
comprises ?rst and second plies of substantially non-elastic 
nonWoven material that is elasticiZed by one or more elongate 
elastic members 73, such as elastic threads or bands. The ?rst 
and second plies can be formed from a single layer of material 
that is folded over onto itself or can be made from tWo sepa 
rate strips of material. The elastic members 73 are arranged in 
the Waist band 61 in a tensioned state such that they contract 
and gather the nonWoven material in the Waist band 61 When 
they are alloWed to relax, as shoWn in FIG. 7. 
[0144] The elastic Waist band 61 is secured to the front and 
back panels 56, 57 With the elastic members 73 in an extended 
state and With the material in the front and back panels sand 
Wiched betWeen the nonWoven plies in the Waist band. Alter 
natively, the elastic Waist band 61 can be a component that is 
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prefabricated and joined to the outside or the inside of the 
front and back panels 56, 57 respectively. The Waist band join 
74 betWeen the Waist band 61 and the front and back panels 
56, 57 can be made in any suitable Way such as by means of 
ultrasonic Welding, heat Welding, or adhesively. A further 
option is to create the Waist band 61 from one or more non 
elastic nonWoven layers that are also parts of the front and 
back panels 56, 57 and form continuous extensions thereof. It 
is also conceivable to form an elastic Waist feature by double 
folding portions along the Waist edges 62 of the elastic front 
and back panels 56, 57 and optionally supplementing the 
folded portions by additional elastic elements. 
[0145] Elastic members 75 are also arranged at the edges of 
the leg openings 67 and serve to elasticiZe the leg openings. 
The elastic members at the leg openings can be any kind of 
conventional elastic elements such as elastic threads, bands, 
foam strips, or similar. 
[0146] The planar extension of the core region 59 is de?ned 
by a liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76 arranged betWeen an 
absorbent core 77 and the chassis 60. The liquid-impervious 
barrier sheet 76 has rectangular shape and the absorbent core 
77 is hour-glass shaped. A liquid permeable topsheet 78 is 
arranged over the core 77 and the liquid-impervious barrier 
sheet 76. Hence, the liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76 
underlies the absorbent core 77 and the adjacent areas imme 
diately outside the absorbent core 77. 
[0147] The liquid-permeable topsheet 78 can consist of any 
material knoWn for the purpose, such as a layer of nonWoven 

material, a perforated plastic ?lm, net material, toW, or the 
like. The topsheet 78 can, of course, also consist of a laminate 
of tWo or more sheets of the same or different material. 

[0148] The liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76 can consist 
of a liquid-impermeable plastic ?lm, a nonWoven sheet Which 
has been coated With a liquid barrier material, or some other 
?exible material sheet Which has the ability to Withstand 
liquid penetration. HoWever, it can be advantageous if the 
liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76 has a certain breathability, 
i.e. permits the passage of Water vapour through the sheet 76. 
[0149] The absorption core 77 can be made up of absorbent 
material, such as cellulose ?uff pulp, tissue, absorbent foam, 
etc. It is also possible for the absorption core to contain 
superabsorbents, i.e. polymer materials Which are able to 
absorb body ?uid corresponding to many times their oWn 
Weight and form a hydrogel. Such superabsorbents are usu 
ally present in the form of particles, but ?bres, ?akes, granules 
and ?lms are also available. Moreover, the absorption core 77 
can comprise non-absorbent components such as stiffening 
elements, shaping elements, binders, etc. Various types of 
liquid-receiving porous structures such as ?bre Wads, open 
cell foam or the like can also be included in the core. 

[0150] The topsheet 78, barrier sheet 76 and absorption 
core 77 can be produced as a separate component or “core 
pack” that is subsequently integrated in the diaper chassis as 
shoWn in FIGS. 2-5. The various components included in the 
core pack can be connected to one another in a conventional 
manner, for example by adhesive bonding, ultrasonic Welding 
or thermoWelding. The core pack can of course contain fur 
ther components in addition to those described here, for 
example the core pack can comprise a liquid transport sheet, 
elastic members, shape-stabiliZing members, shaping ele 
ments or the like. 

[0151] In the embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7, the core 
pack has been integrated With the chassis after the chassis has 
been fully assembled. Alternatively, the core pack can be 
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applied to the chassis before lamination of the nonWoven 
Webs 80, 81 to the elastic tWo-layer laminate Webs in the front 
and back panels 56, 57. It may then be desirable to provide the 
nonWoven Webs 80, 81 With cut-outs arranged in the areas of 
the nonWoven Webs 80, 81 that Would otherWise be covering 
the absorbent core 77. 

[0152] The nonWoven material 69 in the crotch panel 58 is 
arranged on the garment-facing side of the liquid-impervious 
barrier sheet 76. The core region 59 extends into the front and 
back panels 56, 57 so that the elastic laminate 68 in these 
panels overlap With the liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76 in 
the outer parts of the core region 59 as seen in FIG. 3. The 
elastic laminate 68 is arranged on the garment-facing side of 
the liquid-impervious barrier sheet 76. 
[0153] As shoWn in FIGS. 6 and 7, an elastic three-layer 
laminate 68 comprising an activated, stretched elastic tWo 
layer ?lm/nonWoven laminate and a non-elastic non-acti 
vated nonWoven layer, preferably forms the front and the back 
panels 56, 57 ofthe pant diaper 55. HoWever, it is possible to 
make only parts of the respective front and back panels 56, 57 
of the elastic three-layer laminate 68. In such embodiments, 
at least 20%, preferably at least 25%, more preferably at least 
30% and most preferably at least 40% of the total surface area 
of the chassis as seen in the ?at state shoWn in FIG. 6 is 
constituted by an elastic three-layer laminate resulting from a 
pant-forming process in accordance With the disclosure. As 
an example, the elastic laminate may be used only in those 
parts of the front and back panels 56, 57 that are intended to 
lie over the Wearer’s hips and thus form elastic side panels. It 
is also possible to design a pant article Without any overlap 
betWeen the core region 59 and the elastic laminate material 
in the front and back panels 56, 57. 
[0154] The three-layer laminate 68 in the front and back 
panels 56, 57 is arranged With the nonWoven Web of the 
tWo-layer elastic laminate on the outside of the diaper and 
With the additional nonWoven Web of the inside of the diaper. 
This implies that the diaper, When in a relaxed state, Will have 
a smooth outside and a slightly corrugated or micropleated 
inside. If desired, the orientation of the three-layer laminate 
can be reversed so that the smooth side is on the inside of the 
diaper and the corrugated side is on the outside. 
[0155] In an embodiment With the additional nonWoven 
arranged on the outside, the nonWoven can be in the form of 
a single Web extending the Whole distance betWeen the Waist 
bands 61, thus constituting a full, seamless outer diaper cover. 
Further, When using a continuous outer cover Web, there is no 
need to apply a separate crotch nonWoven Web 69 since the 
cover nonWoven Will also form the crotch panel 58. 

[0156] It is also conceivable to arrange a continuous non 
Woven layer on the inside of the diaper covering and being 
laminated to the elastic front and back panels 56, 57 and 
forming the crotch panel 58. This embodiment is bene?cial in 
that it alloWs the nonWoven layer to also cover and secure any 
leg elastic 75 present in the front and back panels 56, 57. 
[0157] The disclosed and shoWn pant-forming methods in 
FIGS. 2-5 shouldbe understood as only being examples of the 
method in accordance With the disclosure. Hence, the differ 
ent method steps may be carried out in different order from 
that described, as explained above. Moreover, embodiments 
of the method in accordance With the disclosure cover all 
embodiments Wherein a pre-fabricated, activated elastic tWo 
layer ?lm/nonWoven laminate is introduced in a pant-forming 
process and incorporated as a part of a compound chassis 
Web. Accordingly, the tWo-layer laminate may be used to 
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elasticise any portion of the compound chassis Web, such as 
the crotch panel portion, the front and/or back panel portion, 
and the Waist panel portions. One or more tWo-layer laminate 
Webs may be introduced in the pant-forming process. The 
nonWoven chassis Web to Which the tWo-layer elastic lami 
nate is laminated may have portions that are not elasticised by 
the tWo-layer elastic laminate. Such non-elasticised portions 
of the nonWoven chassis Web may be used to form a Waist 
feature, a non-elastic crotch panel portion, non-elastic por 
tions in registry With the absorbent core component, etc. 
[0158] The pant-forming process may include application 
of further features such as elasticised or non-elasticised bar 
riers, lotion, odour control agents, shaping elements, stabilis 
ing elements, etc. 

DESCRIPTION OF TEST METHODS 

Tensile Strength (Reference: ASTM D 882) 

[0159] The method measures tensile strength and elonga 
tion of different elastic materials. The tensile strength and 
elongation of a Well-de?ned test piece is tested by means of a 
tensile tester. 

Apparatus: Instron 456 

[0160] Tensile tester connected to a computer 
[0161] Crosshead speed: 500 mm/min 
[0162] Clamp distance: 50 mm 

[0163] Sample preparation: Test samples are cut from the 
entire Width of the material. The Width of the sample shall be 
25.4 mm and the length at least 50 mm longer than the clamp 
distance if possible. It is of importance that the edges of the 
sample are even and Without break notches. The samples are 
conditioned for at least 4 h in 50% RH:5% RH and 230 C120 
C. before testing. 
[0164] Procedure: The tensile tester is calibrated according 
to the apparatus instructions and set to Zero. The sample is 
mounted and it is ensured that it is not obliquely or unevenly 
fastened. The material is prevented from slipping by using 
clamps covered With galloon or similar material. The tensile 
tester is started, and stopped after the material has broken (if 
not automatically controlled). Measurements resulting from 
premature failure (i.e. the sample breaks at the clamp, or is 
damaged during preparation) are ignored, if possible. 
[0165] The folloWing results are expressed by the tensile 
tester/ computer: 

[0166] Maximum force, N/25.4 mm 
[0167] Elongation at maximum force, % 
[0168] Break force, N/25.4 mm 
[0169] Elongation at break force, % 
[0170] Knee point, N/% 

Elasticity Test 

[0171] The method measures hoW an elastic material 
behaves at cycles of repeated load and unload. The sample is 
stretched to a predetermined elongation and a cyclic move 
ment betWeen 0 and said predetermined elongation is per 
formed. Desired load and unload forces are recorded. The 
permanent, i.e. remaining, elongation of the relaxed material 
is measured. 
[0172] A tensile tester, Lloyd LRX, able to perform cyclic 
movements and equipped With a printer/plotter or softWare 
presentation is used. The sample is prepared by cutting it to a 
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Width of 25 mm and a length that is preferably 20 mm longer 
than the distance betWeen the clamps in the tensile tester. 
[0173] The tensile tester is calibrated according to the appa 
ratus instructions. The parameters needed for the test (load 
and unload forces) are adjusted to: 

[0174] Crosshead speed: 500 mm/min 
[0175] Clamp distance: 50 mm 
[0176] Preload: 0.05 N 

[0177] The sample is placed in the clamps according to the 
marks and it is made sure that the sample is centred and 
fastened perpendicularly in the clamps. The tensile tester is 
started and three cycles betWeen 0 and the predetermined 
elongation equal to the highest de?ned 1“ load are performed. 
Before the last cycle, the sample is relaxed for 1 minute, then 
the permanent elongation is measured by stretching the 
sample until a force of 0.1 N is detected and the elongation is 
read. 

[0178] An elastic material is de?ned as a material having a 
permanent elongation after relaxation of less than 10% after 
the material has been subjected to an elongation of 30% in the 
test above. An elongation of 30% means an elongation to a 
length that is 30% longer than the initial length of the sample. 
[0179] A non-elastic material has a permanent elongation 
after relaxation of more than 10% after having been subjected 
to an elongation of 30%. 

Puncture Strength 

[0180] Puncture strength is measured according to ASTM 
Designation D3763-02. From penetration impact-type tests, 
this method produces data of load versus displacement. The 
maximum load for each sample is calculated. 

EXAMPLES 

[0181] The tensile strength in the machine direction (MD) 
and the cross direction (CD) Was measured for three samples. 

[0182] Sample A is a conventional activated three-layer 
laminate comprising an inner apertured three-layer elasto 
meric ?lm of PE-SEBS-PE, basis Weight 36 g/m2 and tWo 
outer layers of spunbond material, PP (polypropylene), each 
having a basis Weight of 22 g/m2. The laminate Was produced 
by applying one spunbond layer to the ?lm While the ?lm Was 
in a tacky state and the other spunbond layer Was adhesively 
laminated to the ?lm layer using, for example, a pressure 
sensitive hot melt adhesive (glue amount 3 g/m2). The lami 
nate Was incrementally stretched, at Which the non-elastic 
spunbond layers Were stretched to a point beloW the elonga 
tion at maximum load to retain some strength in the spunbond 
layers. 
[0183] The basis Weights of the layers in the laminate are 
the basis Weights after activation. Before activation, the basis 
Weight of the individual layers Was: inner ?lm layer 40 g/m2, 
outer spunbond layers 25 g/m2 each and glue layer 3 g/m2. 
[0184] Sample B is a three-layer laminate comprising a ?rst 
activated bi-laminate comprising a spunbond nonWoven PP 
layer having a basis Weight of 22 g/m2 and an apertured 
three-layer elastomeric ?lm of PE-SEBS-PE, basis Weight 36 
g/m2 that has been further laminated under stretching by 70% 
With a spunbond nonWoven layer having a basis Weight of 18 
g/m2 (S1800PHW from Union Industries SpA). 
[0185] Sample C is a three-layer laminate comprising the 
activated bi-laminate of Sample B that has been further lami 
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nated under stretching by 70% With a spunbond nonWoven 
layer having a basis Weight of 20 g/m2. (Lutrasil 9520><F from 
Freudenberg Fliesstoffe KG). 
[0186] Sample D is a three-layer laminate comprising the 
activated bi-laminate of Sample B that has been further lami 
nated under stretching by 25% With a creped nonWoven spun 
bond having a basis Weight of 20 g/m2. (From First Quality) 
The creped nonWoven Was compacted to 50% at creping. 
[0187] Sample E is the same three-layer laminate as in 
Sample D but With the bi-laminate stretched by 40% during 
lamination With the creped nonWoven layer. 
[0188] The test results are shoWn in Table 1, below. 

TABLE 1 

Tensile strength Tensile strength 
Sample MD N/25 mm CD N/25 mm Puncture force N 

A 34 9 40 
B 42 26 74 
C 40 33 80 
D 25 38 73 
E 22 44 77 

[0189] As can be seen in Table l, the laminates B-E in 
accordance With the disclosure has considerably higher MD 
and CD tensile strength and higher puncture resistance than 
the prior art three-layer laminate. 
[0190] The invention should not be considered as limited 
by the above description; rather the scope and limitations of 
the invention are de?ned by the enclosed claims, and equiva 
lents thereof. 

1. (canceled) 
2. A method for producing pant-type absorbent articles 

each article including a chassis structure having at least one 
elastic panel and an integrated absorbent core component, the 
method including a continuous pant-forming process com 
prising forming the chassis structure and incorporating the 
absorbent core component into the chassis structure, Wherein 
the at least one elastic panel is produced by: 

stretching an activated tWo-layer laminate by 35-200% in 
the activation direction and introducing the activated 
tWo-layer laminate in the pant-forming process, Wherein 
the activated tWo-layer laminate is formed by: 
separately producing a tWo-layer laminate comprising a 

?rst non-elastic ?brous nonWoven Web and an elastic 

?lm; and 
activating the tWo-layer laminate by incremental stretch 

ing in at least one activation direction to render the 
tWo-layer laminate elastically stretchable; and 

laminating the elastic ?lm of the stretched, activated tWo 
layer laminate to a continuous nonWoven chassis Web to 
form a three layer laminate, 

Wherein a portion of the continuous nonWoven chassis Web 
extends beyond the stretched, activated tWo-layer lami 
nate in a direction perpendicular to the activation direc 
tion to form an extension part. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the method further 
comprises forming a second three layer laminate by: 

stretching a second activated tWo-layer laminate by 
35-200% in the activation direction and introducing the 
second activated tWo-layer laminate in the pant-forming 
process, Wherein the second activated tWo-layer lami 
nate is formed by: 
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separately producing a tWo-layer laminate comprising a 
?rst non-elastic ?brous nonWoven Web and an elastic 

?lm; and 
activating the tWo-layer laminate by incremental stretch 

ing in at least one activation direction to render the 
tWo-layer laminate elastically stretchable; and 

laminating the elastic ?lm of the second stretched, acti 
vated tWo-layer laminate to a continuous nonWoven 
chassis Web to form a three layer laminate, 

Wherein a portion of the continuous nonWoven chassis Web 
extends beyond the second stretched, activated tWo 
layer laminate in a direction perpendicular to the activa 
tion direction to form a second extension part. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the extension parts are 
each used to form part of a crotch portion. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the activated tWo-layer 
laminate and the second activated tWo-layer laminate are 
formed by splitting an initial activated tWo-layer laminate 
into tWo laminates. 

6. The method of claim 3, Wherein the extension parts are 
each used to form part of a Waist portion. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the activated tWo-layer 
laminate and the second activated tWo-layer laminate are 
formed by splitting an initial activated tWo-layer laminate 
into tWo laminates. 

8. The method of claim 3, Wherein the continuous non 
Woven chassis Web extends beyond both sides of the 
stretched, activated tWo-layer laminate to form tWo extension 
parts and Wherein the continuous nonWoven chassis Web 
extends beyond both sides of the second stretched, activated 
tWo-layer laminate to form tWo extension parts. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein the activated tWo-layer 
laminate and the second activated tWo-layer laminate are 
formed by splitting an initial activated tWo-layer laminate 
into tWo laminates. 

10. The method of claim 2, Wherein the continuous non 
Woven chassis Web extends beyond both sides of the 
stretched, activated tWo-layer laminate to form tWo extension 
parts. 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the method further 
comprises splitting the three layer laminate into tWo compo 
nents, each component having an extension part. 

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein the extension parts 
are each used to form part of a crotch portion. 

13. The method of claim 11, Wherein the extension parts 
are each used to form part of a Waist portion. 

14. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the non 
Woven chassis component is a non-elastic component. 

15. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the core 
component is formed separately from the pant-forming pro 
cess and introduced in the pant-forming process before or 
after lamination the elastic ?lm to the nonWoven chassis 
component. 

16. A method for producing pant-type absorbent articles 
each article including a chassis structure having at least tWo 
elastic panels and an integrated absorbent core component, 
the method including a continuous pant-forming process 
comprising forming the chassis structure and incorporating 
the absorbent core component into the chassis structure, 
Wherein the at least tWo elastic panels are produced by: 

stretching a ?rst activated tWo-layer laminate by 35-200% 
in the activation direction and introducing the ?rst acti 




